1 amp buss fuse

See more product details. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Fast-Acting fuse with glass tube and Nickel-plated Brass end
caps. The arc fuse is an UL listed product, which meets the standard Pack of 5. Skip to main
content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Suburb Supply Company. Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold by: Hires Automotive. Have one to sell?
Sell on Amazon. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Shop items. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than
the other. Show details. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. Just what it says. Includes the nice little metal slide container as
well. Work fine Fast shipping, as advertised, bussman to the rescue. Worked perfect. Exactly as
I expected. See all reviews. Featured items you may like. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
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Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Buy Now Add to Wish List. Product Search:. Search: Products Content. It uses
advanced technology to achieve a very low power loss and has maximum flexibility to charge
modern batteries. Recommended Batteries. Connected equipment will instantly switch to
battery during a power blackout or power supply failure. Low loss PWRgate provides forward
voltage drop of only 0. USB port access to monitor system or to change charge parameters.
Program for specific battery types. Supports power supply or direct solar panel MPPT battery
charging for all battery chemistries. Can be programmed for vehicle use to suspend charging
when the alternator is off. Complete LED status indicators. Battery charge suspend button to
eliminate current draw or charger noise for 30 minutes. Optional temperature probe to control
charging based on battery temperature. Solid, durable construction in an aluminum case.
Includes mounting holes for convenient and secure use in mobile units. Quality Declaration
Product designed, tested and used by ham radio operators onsite. Site Map. CCS, Inc. Sitemap
Trademark Information. Out of Stock Add to Wish List. Fuse Assortment Low Value Fuse
Assortment High Value Battery Box for Group 24 Size Battery Mounting Brackets for Power
Supply Battery - Post to Stud Conversion Kit KW Interface Module More Info. To properly use
the 2 or 4-Amp DC Peak-Detecting charger that is included with your Traxxas vehicle, simply
follow these steps. If there is an issue with the battery or charger the charger's LED will flash or
blink red. Refer to the Charger Error Codes chart below for more information. To determine if
the fuse is responsible for an error code, use the following steps to check the fuse. Skip to main
content. Search Site. Receive Traxxas News. Due to inclement weather, order processing and
shipping may be delayed. When the charger is ready to begin charging the LED will glow a solid
red. Connect the battery to begin charging. See Charge Progress chart Disconnect the battery
when charging is complete. When the battery is fully charged the LED will glow a solid green.
LED Indication Meaning Solution 1 red flash Power Source Error Check power source and DC
plug fuse 2 red flashes Battery error Disconnect battery 3 red flashes The charger safety timer
has expired Disconnect battery; if battery is too hot, discontinue charger use and contact
Traxxas Customer Support 4 red flashes The internal charger temperature is too high
Disconnect charger and allow charger to cool 7 red flashes The battery voltage is too high
Disconnect battery; battery is not compatible with the charger. Disconnect battery; if battery is
too hot, discontinue charger use and contact Traxxas Customer Support. Sign In or Join Free.
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Breakout Board. Rectangular Connector. Relay Module with Enclosure. Safety Relay Module.
Voltage Comparator Relay Module. Reversing Relay Module. IP68 Waterproof Relay Module.
Powerpole Power Distribution. Powerpole Power Gate. Powerpole Power Timer. Powerpole
Accessories Parts. Powerpole Power Guard. RPi x Micro:bit Adapter. Audio Power Amplifier
Module. Audio Signal Input Selector. Guitar Distortion Effect Module. Pink Noise Generator
Module. Power Supply Module Board. Soft-start Protection Module. Speaker Distribution
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Bridge Rectifier. Diode, Rectifier. Sensor Signal Distribution. Audio Speaker Distribution. Output
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Output 36VAC. Output 48VAC. Output 2x 9VAC. Output 2x 12VAC. Output 2x 15VAC. Output 2x
18VAC. Output 2x 24VAC. For Audio DIY. For Arduino. For Raspberry Pi. For Industrial Control.
Universal Prototype PCB. Positive Output Adjustable. Negative Output Adjustable. Positive
Output 5V. Positive Output 6V. Positive Output 8V. Positive Output 9V. Positive Output 10V.
Positive Output 12V. Positive Output 15V. Positive Output 18V. Positive Output 24V. Negative
Output 5V. Negative Output 6V. Negative Output 8V. Negative Output 9V. Negative Output 12V.
Negative Output 15V. Negative Output 18V. Negative Output 24V. Raspberry Pi HAT. Power
Distribution. Products Categories. Newsletter for wholesale. Lowest Price:. View Detail.
Chunzehui F 6-Position Power Distributio.. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. To buy, select Size
Choose from options to the left. Add to Cart. Brand: Blue Sea Systems. Featured items you may
like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Have
some 10 washers on standby. This review is for the Blue Sea Systems 4 terminal bus bar with
plastic cover. The product is sturdily made and the plastic cover fits snuggly over the nut on
each end. Would be good to have a red AND black, but I was only able to find black. So I used
black on each side. Have some 10 washers on standby By Candace Strickler on March 18,
Images in this review. I bought this to connect the negative parallel cables from my solar battery
bank. I've been hoping to get a busbar with 5 posts but no such luck. This was a lot cheaper
than the quote from the solar company for a 17" busbar with no posts! Way smaller than I
expected for a amp bus bar. I'm fairly certain using this for amps is a really bad idea. I wouldn't
use this fore more than 20 amps and 12 guage wire. For amps the smallest coper wire you can
use is 4 guage which is significantly bigger than the medium wire in my picture. If you are using
wires larger than 10 guage, the smallest terminal connector will be way to big to fit this. It makes
this teeny bus bar look ridiculously small. One person found this helpful. I have used these for
the past year combining three charge controllers to feed a battery bank in an off-grid system.
There has been once or twice I exceeded albeit by only a few amps the amp limit, and have not
seen any problems. As you get above amps, they can start to get a bit above room temperature,
but that is to be expected when you are throwing that kind of current through it. The tin coating
is very good, and yes, you can definitely tell they are copper on the inside from their weight.
Dimensions are spot-on which really helped me put these in an enclosure. I have had no
problems with these at all, and let's be honest - they're solid pieces of metal, no moving parts but they have lived up to every thing I can throw at them thus far. I am upgrading these to the
amp models as I am adding more solar and do not want to push my luck when I take it above
amps. If you have a need for this kind of item, don't skimp on the workmanship and get these.
Austin on February 11, Worked great with my solar system. My project required me to mount
this against a flat surface, thus you would think you could use only one side of the buss. This
item allows you to use both rows of the buss from one side. I used another buss as I was
desperate for a buss and found another buss was made in a smaller foot print not easily
allowing me to shift wires to one side thus it was a crowded buss. I must remove 2 wires to
service one circuit. This item does not crowd your wires and allows servicing without having to
remove 2 wires to get to one. Blue Sea gear gives you that quality, and confidence to place it
out of sight knowing it will do its job. That peace of mind is worth the price. All stainless metal,
the plastic part is sturdy. I used it on my boat wiring project. It is a nice way to centralize

grounds. Do not ever use a body ground on a boat, they will cause you issues. All your grounds
need to get to the battery. This allows you to run 1 ground to your battery rather than having a
bunch of wires going there. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Used 2 of these 1
for positive and 1 for negative to clean up the wiring on the four 12 volt batteries in my RV. The
RV dealer did a bit of a messy install a few years ago. Now I have all 4 batteries connected to
this bus bar with equal length cables allowing the power draw to be exactly the same on each
battery, while any load is taken from the bus bar. Same for the negative terminals - all 4
batteries connected to the 2nd bus bar which is then connected to ground. No more jumpers
between batteries. This also guarantees that all batteries receive the same charge. Now it is
easier to take one battery off line should one go bad. Significantly heftier than expected. Look
incredibly well built. Rewiring out travel trailer 12v system and most everything is now Blue Sea.
Haven't been disappointed yet and the amp busbars are no exception. The picture is deceiving these are NOT small. We purchased this unit, and several others, with covers to straighten up
the wiring in our RV and better incorporate our solar charging electrical system. Every piece I
have purchased has been well designed and well built. No more 'off-shore' components for me. I
trust what these folks build to keep us safe. Good little bar just be aware that it is quite small
and the screws are also small. It would be nice if they offered lock nuts or Teflon nuts. I ended
up using Loctite. Cleaned up the wires and does what it supposed to would buy again. Report
abuse. I use this in my solar batterysystem. This busbar is sturdy and well designed. It maybe a
bit more pricey than others, but the quality delivers piece of mind. I would buy them again.
Customers who bought this item also bought. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
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East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. See more product details. The indicator light flashes red when the fuse is blown,
allowing for fast and hassle free identification of a fault. This fuse panel has M5 thread studs for
power feed, can handle a maximum of 30 Amp per circuit with a maximum of Amp per panel,
and has a cover for additional protection. Features: High quality construction. Red LED
illuminates when fuse is blown. Maximum of 30 Amp per circuit and Amp per panel. Clear cover
included for additional protection. Output terminal rating: 30A max Per Circuit. Skip to main
content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this
item will be back in stock. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Featured items you
may like. Register a free business account. Product details Product Dimensions : 5. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. To remedy this, also as
referenced in other reviews, remove the screws from the back of the load center, remove the
back panel, clip the black wire see pictures connecting the positive terminals to the PCB circuit
board and then put everything back together again. Even though I knew this modification was
needed before purchasing and the mere fact of having to do this modification in the first place
is a load of crap , I still purchased this particular load center because, for the project which I am
using the load center for, I am confined by physical space and the need to have many circuits
fused and this load center, despite it's short comings, met my needs. Oh, and the fuses are hard
to push in and difficult to pull out Images in this review. I bought this fuse block for my boat
because the wiring was a nightmare. When I bought the boat it had rolls, folds, repairs,
connectors, and fuses all balled up in one spot near the battery. The first time I had an electrical
issue, it was a real pain trying to sort it out. I stopped what I was doing, bought this fuse block,
some wire, a couple of circuit breakers, and some heat shrink connectors from amazon and
rewired the entire boat. Imagine what kind of wiring nightmares I found in the rest of the boat. I
don't know what the original problem was, but it has zero issues now. Plus, all of my fuses,
powers, grounds, and relays are in one central location. The layout is a bit tricky at first, if you
are used to automotive wiring because the grounds are on the block also. I just ran a large
diameter 4awg wire about 6 inches, from the battery to both the main power and ground lugs.

From there you just have to bring in your component powers and grounds. My trolling motor is
on an isolated circuit with large wires and a circuit breaker because it draws too much
amperage for this box. Save your money and buy the one without the LED indicator lights, it will
save you the headache! None of the LED indicator lights worked from the start. I installed this in
a project I am working on, to find out that with NO fuse installed I am getting Not good. I had to
open the block up and cut the lead wire from the LED panel to the positive terminal. Now, my
fancy LED fuse block is just a boring regular fuse block with no lights!. No big deal just make
sure You cut that wire unless you want constant voltage. Terrible design. I would return the item
immediately but I am in a pinch! Spent an hour mocking this thing up and mounting it just to
find out every lead is hot even without a fuse in it. You get what you pay for. As others have
mentioned this fuse box has constant current with out fuse or with a blown fuse. If there is a
short in the system you still have almost 11 volts running in that circuit. It defeats the purpose
of a fuse box and is no safer than no installing a fuse. Very dangerous this could easily start a
fire if you have a short. One person found this helpful. I installed this on a Kubota tractor and
wired in 10 of the 12 circuits. Works great with an led for each circuit to help isolate a blown
fuse easily. All terminal are easy to access. Has a nice cover, too. Happy with it. Would
recommend to others. Thanks amazon, for allowing sellers to sell pieces of garbage, this is the
4th time this has happened to me in the 6 months that I've been a member. We use these on DC
panels for equipment systems we build out. Very easy to use and love the cl
pamela rush
amp and wiring kit
central fuse
ear cover. Have also used one on my boat to clean up the wiring from the manufacturer. See all
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right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
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